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adm tl°tnhhSe °n the JS9ue of abortion. He 
admits to having performed thousands of
abortions himself. This stand léd to his
trial and imprisonment at the hands of the

d9^%r,e^aLL:r,s8memme"is'

govenimen^relea^ed^orgeritaler Shortly

after talang office and dropped all charges 
pending against the doctor. Since his 
release. Morgentaler 
virtually out of the

lenient, human view of the law than 
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pBEEHeI was not to perform abortions in my clinic.

EXCALIBUR - Can you explain how 
clinic functions?

t™TA>ER; h functions in the sense 
hat I consider that abortions in my clinic 

are legal, under the sense of necessity 
which is recognized by the juries and by 
legal authority, consequently any women 
who comes to my clinic who cannot obtain 
an abortion in a hospital, and who needs 
the abortion, is eligible to have an abortion 
in my chmc.
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,, n .l f * ^bot about the reaction of 
the Catholic Church? You explained that 
your persecutionn , , , was unpopular but
(juebec has always been seen as a bastion 
of the Catholic Church which is opposed to 
the right of a woman to an abortion. Is that 
a problem in Quebec?
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MORGENTALER -1 don’t think that is much 
ot a problem in metropolitan areas 
especially around the Montreal 
There is

has
granted Excalibur an^xclusTvelmerview1s remained

, area,
rt e- i *8 ^emendous gulf between the 

othfical teaching of the Catholic Church 
and what the people really believe on the 
question of contraception and abortion 
and many other things. Catholics do 
follow the Church anymore. The three 
juries that found me not guilty were all 
Roman Catholic juries.
EXCALIBUR -

By ALICE KLEIN8 EXCALIBUR - Are these abortions able to 
be paid for through medicare?

MORGENTALER- Well I’m not sure about 
that but I submitted my first batch of 
claims to Medicare in Quebec and I 
haven’t received

not

EXCALIBUR - How do you feel about the 
recent action of the Quebec government in 
dropping all charges against you?

protest aboutie S? ”'°de any
8

an answer yet.

EXCALIBUR - You have a phenominally low 
rate of complications and you suggested 
that you would be interested in teaching 
other doctors to use the vacuum aspiration 
method that you use in your clinic. Has 
anybody come forward to request this 
service?
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MORGENTALER -1 feel it was overdue. It 
was the only right decision it could have 
made. I think it’s recognition of the will of 
the people

terminate pregnancies 
Quebec?

üeRuENTALERw • No’ 1 don’t think yon 
should accuse the PQ government of being
any more lenient on abortion than any
th»t1rr8f°hVTr^uh is nothin8 to do with 
that. ï think that they are just as careful,
and ,ust as afraid of the pro-lifers
Catholic vote as the previous government
had been. Their decision not to prose™
was on very pragmatic grounds. The
further prosecution would have been seen
as completely irresponsible, as a denial of

expressed by three juries.as88 EXCALIBUR - How do you think it affects 
the abortion situation in Canada?

MORGENTALER - First of all it affects the 
abortion situation in Quebec in the sense 
that we have assurances by the Minister of 
Justice that no doctors performing 
abortions will be prosecuted, which 
pei-mits doctors in the province of Quebec 
to help women in need. It’s an indication to 
the rest of the country that this law is 
unworkable and unenforceable and it 
should be repealed as soon as possible.

more accessible in

MORGENTALER Yes, a group of doctors 
shortly™21”8 tha' a"d 1 WlU be leaching

EXCALIBUR -Are there any further clinics 
planned outside of yours in Montreal?
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and
MORGENTALER - Well yes, a number of 
other doctors have started to work as well.ss
EXCALIBUR - 
much,

You have been through so 
how do you feel about it, was it

s 11 Government has sold outS-

EXCALIBUR - Do you think it will affect the 
availability of abortions 
Quebec?

MORGENTALER - That is much harder to 
estimate. Possibly it would not because it 
would still take a lot of courage for a 
doctor to perform an abortion outside the
thatCieh kV,6W °l811 the harassment 
that I have been subjected to. not many
doctors over there are likely to do it. V

EXCALIBUR - How do you account for the 
action of the PQ government?

toYTthatthe pe°ple’ 111 a sense they had

EXCALIBUR -1 understand you have set up 
a free standing clinic as you had always 
said you would during your many trials 
harrassments, is that true?

MOKGEmWïÆR - Yes, that is true. I’ve 
had this free standing thing for a number

worth it, would you do it again?outside of
my

iHEEs-BWhether it was worth it to me is a different 
question. You know I’ve suffered 
deal, it is still worth it in the 
felt that I
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successful prosecution are practically nil
wtothTn8” f I' " was verV unpopular 
with the people who saw me prosecuted.
The action of the Liberal
before the continue to
seemed to most people
persecution, so it
would come to
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to be sheer 

was logical that they

three juries have pronounced themselves 
The juries are an expression of the popular 
will; juries are known to take
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